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1. Summary description of the project 
 

Scope of the project 

Several different jobs, with the most varied but peculiar 

skills, can be done in a port. The young must know about it and 

get the training to enter such jobs. Awareness of the port as a 

cool, interesting place to work must be diffused. 

Through a two-step approach, the Venice Port Authority first 

introduces young people to the port and its jobs via its “Open 
Port” initiative. Then, thanks to the innovative network it set 
up among its training agencies, local universities and port 

operators, it provides all the different skills needed for a 

career in the port, at any level, through wide training and 

education programmes. 

 

Timescale over which the project evolves / evolved 

Since many years two separate centres operate in the port, 

providing training in port-related jobs. They are the port 

authority’s training arm, the CFLI - Consorzio Formazione 
Logistica Intermodale (“Port Logistics Training Consortium”) and 
the VeMarS (Venice Maritime School), a separate agency for the 

education, training and advancement of maritime staff. 

The Port of Venice’s “Open Port” initiative was going on for 
many years, but it was only in 2009 that the strategy for 

engaging brilliant young minds and enticing them to a port-

related profession was fine-tuned. 

Higher education institutions were involved as partners for the 

first time, and the education offer was expanded. A partnership 

with Venice’s IUAV and (later) Ca’ Foscari University led to the 
creation of three Master of Advanced Studies (MoAS). 

The first MoAS (related to Venice as a passenger port) was the 

“MARCH N+Y”, in naval and yacht architecture, that started in 
2009; the second (related to Venice as a cargo port) was the 

“Masterlogistica”, a MoAS in transport and logistics started in 
2010. The third, to start in 2013, will be the “PEM”, a MoAS in 
port economics and management. 

The latter, which sees the participation of Venice’s Ca’ Foscari 
University too, will be an international course, with lessons 

held in English by teachers from all over the world. 
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Problems addressed by the project 

Ports offer huge employment opportunities for the surrounding 

communities. In the case of Venice, encompassing linked 

activities, about 21,000 jobs are port-related. 

Yet, many people envisage ports as nasty sources of 

externalities. Ports being closed places out of citizens’ sight, 
few actually know them and see them as interesting places to 

work in and where to develop a career. 

Thus, the idea of using education as a mean to achieving greater 

societal integration of the port was born. 

In matching potential workers with job offers, however, the lack 

of the specific skills which employers require hindered the new 

recruits’ quick integration into the workforce. 
The port’s training centres taught the technical skills 
necessary in day-to-day port work (be it operating cranes, 

stackers or bobcats, or calling the Far East to organise an 

international transport), but did not offer the higher-level 

courses that are needed to fill relevant positions in the port 

community. 

Therefore, the port’s education offer was limited and, on top of 
that, universities in town and in the surrounding area lacked 

courses tailored on the needs of port companies and 

institutions. 

 

Solutions devised 

First of all, the Port Authority created a network of education 

and training providers by promoting co-operation between its 

CFLI and local universities. 

Open-days and other initiatives to draw people into ports were 

no longer considered PR-only issue. It was decided to use such 

visits as a vehicle to promote the port’s careers and the 
available education and training offer to students and workers. 

Schools teaching courses related to port jobs were specifically 

targeted, as were the universities in the region surrounding the 

port (as far as Padua and Verona). Besides the guided tours to 

the port, classes were held within the port’s facilities 
themselves. There, students met representatives from the port 
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authority and from port operators, who introduced them to port’s 
jobs and explained how to enter port careers. 

 

Results achieved 

Since 2009, till the end of 2011: 

- more than 2,100 students visited the port and met 

representatives of the port community (both institutions and 

port operators) to learn about this particular reality and 

consider entering this interesting world; 

- partnerships with the universities of Venice, Padua and Verona 

were strengthened: each year visits and lessons to different 

classes requested by the Universities are planned in advance, 

with the aim of presenting the specific job opportunities 

offered by the port; 

- a 80% rate of placement in port-related jobs among the 4,000 

people that attended the courses proposed by our training 

agencies; 

- 52 internships at port companies or institution for students 

of the two MoAS (21 for those attending the MoAS on ship and 

yacht architecture and 32 for those attending the MoAS on 

logistics), increasing their possibilities to find a job in the 

port. 
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2. Participation criteria 
 
 
(see pages 2-3, sections 4 and 5 of the terms of reference) 
 
 
2.1. Please indicate how your port is associated with ESPO. 
 
(  ) Direct member  (..) Full  (..) Observer 
 
(X) Member of national/regional ports association which is  

 
    (X) Full member (..) Observer member of ESPO 

 
(..) Other, please specify:  
 
 
2.2. Please indicate the stage of implementation of your project: 
 
 
[  ] The project is fully operational. 
 
[  ] The project is in the stage of implementation. 
 
See also question 3.4. 
 
 
 
3. Selection criteria 
 
 
(see page 3, section 5 of the terms of reference) 
 
 
3.1. Describe the original and innovative character of the project 
 

Open port initiatives, as well as own training centres on port-

related works, are quite common among ports in Europe.  

The innovative character of the Port of Venice’s project lies in 
the matching of the two activities through a networking approach 

where universities, port authority, port training centres and 

port operators, side by side, groom a new generation of port 

workers. This co-operation starts at the very first contact with 

the port that takes place during the open port initiatives. 

Moreover, setting un partnerships for the port education with 

large institutions such as universities broadens the port 
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training’s scope and widens its audience, ensuring a more 
successful societal integration. 

Finally, if we consider that in Italy a gap between the 

universities’ training and the employers’ needs is often felt 
(and more so in the port sector), at the expenses of young 

would-be workers, the port of Venice approach for making this 

separate worlds meet increases the chances of finding employment 

in the port. What better proof that the port is a source of 

opportunities? What better promotional campaign? 

 

3.2. Describe the vision and leadership deployed by the senior management of the 
port authority 

 

Since the beginning of the training network project, Venice 

Port’s senior managers understood that, if it was very important 
to make citizens aware of the port’s role in the city’s 
development and wealth, it was even more important to engage the 

young, who are tomorrow’s citizens and the port’s potential 
workers. 

This is why, from the very start of the initiative, in 2009, 

actions were taken that were targeted to students, especially 

those from technical schools and universities. In agreement with 

their teachers, it was decided to offer them not only a 

traditional guided tour to the port, but also a lesson on port 

jobs and a presentation of the specialized training paths 

offered in the port. 

The port authority’s senior management was fully involved in the 
project, both in the co-operation with the universities and, 

following the specific technical requests of each group, in 

teaching to the students. 

 

3.3. Describe the involvement of partners and stakeholders concerned so that their 
contribution to the results of the project can be properly evaluated. 

 

Co-operation with the port’s stakeholders is rooted in the Port 
of Venice’s tradition. Since CFLI’s foundation, teachers were 
chosen among competent members of the Venice port community, who 

could share their valuable experience. When setting up the 
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VeMarS, a school centred on nautical aspects, technical partners 

were sought among members of the port and shipping community. 

From 2009 on, the relations between the Port Authority, the 

training centres and the stakeholders changed. Co-operations 

became partnerships, and a new network was established. 

If once port operators just offered teachers for the occasional 

class, they now became involved in the whole training process 

and offered apprenticeships within their companies, often hiring 

the students. 

The same is true for the universities. And, not only the 

universities became the port’s partners in setting up MoAS 
courses but, to them, the partnership with the port is an added 

value, useful when presenting these courses to students and 

young professionals.  

Additionally, these MoAS being port-focused, it is more likely 

for their students to find employment in the port community. 

Beyond that, some technical schools in the territory, regularly 

sending their classes for a visit to the port, became stable 

partners of the Venice Port Authority too, and visits to the 

port are now part of their studies programme. 

What is important, finally, is that the young public 

increasingly see the port as an interesting place to work in and 

where it is possible to train and study. 

 

3.4. Specify the status of implementation and/or progress, feasibility, commitment by 
investors and timing 

 

After more than three years the project of networking port 

training centres, universities and port operators is still going 

on. The partners’ commitment is ever stronger: they are willing 
teachers, trainers and financial sponsors. 

The MoAS courses are now well established: the “MARCH N+Y” 
(naval and yacht architecture) and the “Masterlogistica” 
(transport and logistics) are both at their third edition. 

The next step is the setting up of the “PEM”, the latest port 
MoAS that will form the future port managers. Here the partners 
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are the IUAV and Ca’ Foscari universities in Venice, teaming 
with the port authority and port operators. The PEM will start 

in January 2013. 

 

3.5. Describe how the project contributed in practice to the objective of the ESPO 
Award, i.e. how has it the improved societal integration of your port? 

 

The success of the initiative lies in: 

1. the growing number of young people interested in a career 
within the port; 

2. the ever stronger involvement of Universities and technical 
institutes in the educational/communication projects 

promoted by the Venice Port Authority; 

3. the growing number of young people trained by the port 
authority’s educational initiatives that finally find a job 
in the port. 

In the period 2009-2011 the number of people training or 

studying in the port dramatically increased and the relation 

with universities become systematic. Suffice it to say that: 

- students at CFLI courses alone jumped from 624 in 2008 to 

4,000 in the period 2009-2011; 

- students from universities or technical Institutes visiting 

the port and meeting representatives of the port community 

jumped from 300 in 2008 to 2,100 in the period 2009-2011; 

- partnerships with the universities of Venice, Padua and 

Verona strengthened (visits and lessons to different 

classes requested by the Universities, three MoAS in port-

related subjects); 

- 80% is the rate of placement in port-related jobs of the 

4,000 students that attended the courses proposed by our 

training agencies (in the period 2009-2011); 

-  the 52 students attending the two editions of the each MoAS 

set up by the port authority, its training centre and 

universities doing internships in a port-related company or 
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institution (increasing their possibilities to find a job 

in the port). 

Moreover, the fact that in 2011 Ca’ Foscari University, too, 
asked the Venice Port Authority to join its education effort is 

a further proof of two facts: 

- that the project succeeded in bringing near young people, 

educational institutes and the port; 

- that, more specifically, the demand for port-related 

education is increasingly widespread among students and 

young professionals, with universities betting on the 

success of such initiatives. 

Even the fact that classes are held within the port, in the so-

called “Port City” of Santa Marta (on Venice waterfront), helps 
braking the barriers between the port and the city. There, 

CFLI’s and VeMarS’ facilities, university buildings and several 
port operators’ offices are close one to another and, thanks to 
this peculiar location, the students shift freely between the 

port and the city’s old urban tissue. 

Every year, some lectures of the “MARCH N+Y” MoAS are made 
accessible to the general public: they are widely advertised and 

are read in a large auditorium within the port area, and many 

outsiders participate. 

Finally, not a few of the people currently walking through the 

door of one of the port’s training centres or MoAS to attend 
some programme first visited the port during an open port 

initiative.  

This means that, the current economic difficulties put aside, it 

is undeniable that there is a change in the young people’s 
attitude towards the port. 
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3.6. Please send us 10 copies of your application form. Please add ten copies of 
any supporting material you deem relevant for the jury to consider. This may 
include professional quality photographs or other illustrations, brochures, flyers, 
reports, powerpoint presentations, videos etc. Please limit the documentation 
to what is really relevant to support your application (less means often 
more) and make sure that all material is in the English language. 

 
 

Please send your application (paper copies) so it reaches ESPO by 15 July 2012 
at the latest to: 
 
ESPO 
ESPO Award 2011  
Treurenberg 6 
B-1000 Brussels 
Belgium 
 
Questions regarding the application should be sent by email only to: 
 
patrick.verhoeven@espo.be, copy mail@espo.be 
 

mailto:patrick.verhoeven@espo.be
mailto:mail@espo.be

